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What is strategic planning? 

• Strategic planning broadly refers to the longer term 
planning to achieve strategic objectives. 

• Strategic planning in government can refer to the 
strategic planning at different levels:

 At top government level, where strategic planning covers the entire term in office with 
overall strategic objectives;

 At line ministries, oblasts and implementing organizations, referring to their strategic 
planning to implement priorities;

 Government-wide, referring to government’s strategic planning processes and practices;

 At each government organization, corporate strategic planning.
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What are the benefits of 

strengthening  strategic planning? 

1. Coherence of government efforts

2. Greater degree of successful policy implementation 

3. Enables government to show results

4. Greater linkage of politics and technocratic priorities

5. Building towards longer term development of Ukraine

6. The smooth running of the machine of government
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Issues with existing strategic 

planning practices

1. Too many strategic priorities exceeding the administrative capacity and resources of government to implement

2. Too many technocratic priorities through AA/DCFTA crowding out politically important priorities

3. Weak linkage between planning, political decision-making and budgetary processes

4. Lack of real accountability has undermined the ability of CABMIN to oversee and steer the implementation

5. Strategies and priorities are insufficiently supported by policy analysis

6. Weak linkage between the national strategies and the provincial strategies

7. Nascent policy, budgetary and decision-making processes and capacity
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Government strategic 

planning processes
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CABMIN needs to achieve results

• CABMIN needs to deliver results to the citizens to have a chance to be 
reelected, form government and stay in power;

• CABMIN needs to show results for the EU, IMF etc, in order to gain access to 
resources (financial, material, support);

• The election cycle and the 5 year term in office determines how much time is 
available to achieve those results.
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Ministries need to make the results 

a reality

• CABMIN will look to the individual ministers and their ministries to prepare and 
implement policies to achieve the governments objectives.

• Ministers are accountable to the CABMIN for delivering results in their policy area. 
The ministers will also be accountable to parliament for policy matters in their 
jurisdiction.

• Policy department staff in the ministries will be tasked with actually developing 
policy proposals, prepare implementation plans and monitoring the implementation 
of the policy by other departments of the ministry or even other organizations, in 
order to ensure it will achieve the policy objective.

• Ministry civil servants have the public duty to “serve” their minister as good as 
possible, even if the minister is from a disliked political faction or lacks technocratic 
merits. 
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Government-wide strategic planning 

processes make government 

achievement possible
• In order for government to deliver medium term results, it needs all parts of 

government to work in a coordinated and mutually reinforcing manner. This is 
done through the strategic planning processes. 

• This refers to a number of processes that come together:

1. Priority setting and policy development processes (these focus on determining objectives and 
preparing policy solutions to reach them)

2. Budgetary processes (these focus on funding of policy solutions and being accountable for public 
funds expenditure, with a link to the legislative branch of government)

3. Decision-making and progress monitoring processes (these have to do with approving everything 
and resolving issues as they emerge that impede progress to objectives).

• These three types of processes are normally based on the relevant laws, rules of 
procedure as well as existing government practices. 

• Some parts of these processes may be outside government, typically part of the 
process that is purely political in nature, such as governing coalition 
agreements. These tend to be outside the normal remit of the executive branch 
of government.
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Government priorities drive 

everything.
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Linkage between strategic 

priorities and policy development
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Government Medium-term Priorities: 

the political dimension

• Many possible sources:

Election campaign promises, party manifestos, coalition agreements

• Top-down:

Political priorities will feed into the priority determination process as top-down 
imperatives

• Variable: 

Explicit political priorities might have been agreed upon within the government 
coalition, but also possible that no political priorities relevant to policy are 
communicated.
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Government Medium-term Priorities: 

the technocratic dimension

• Bottom-up:

Technical priorities will feed into the priority determination process as bottom-up suggestions

• Requiring selection:

Not all technical priorities will end up as government priorities; there would be too little time and budget to 
implement all priorities

• Based on sector expertise and experience

Technical priorities should be based on thorough analysis of the issues in each of the ministries policy areas
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Government Medium-term Priorities:

Putting it all together

• Synthesis:

The SCMU synthesizes technical and political priorities

• Key outcome:

Medium-term government priorities endorsed by the CABMIN to guide the activities of 
the ministries during the 5 years government is in office 
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Why a government programme?

A government programme facilitates implementation of priorities by:

1. Providing a limited list of initiatives to be implemented in 5 years 

2. Assigning budgets to the various initiatives

3. Receiving explicit political endorsement

4. Providing the government with a clear accomplishment for use in elections
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Government Programme: 

Inputs

• Determining fiscal space:

A forecast will be prepared to determine the available fiscal space for new 
policy activities in the coming years

• Policies to implement the government priorities:

Policy proposals should be submitted by the ministries to show how the 
government priorities could be implemented within the available budget. 
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Reviewing the implementation of the government programme

• Closely reviewing government programme implementation

The government programme is politically important and its implementation will be closely 
monitored by the CABMIN.

• Addressing obstacles to implementation

The CABMIN will take action to resolve any obstacles to the implementation of the 
government programme or adjust the government programme in light of developments. 
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Presenting implementation progress to the VR

• Informing the Council of Representatives annually on progress made

Government presents the current state of government programme
implementation to the CABMIN, informing the CABMIN on obstacles and what 
government intends to do to remove such obstacles;

• Holding government accountable for implementation progress

The VR reviews the implementation progress record presented to them and asks 
ministers critical questions about implementation progress and issues.
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Linking strategic planning with budget processes
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Hierarchy of typical planning 

documents 
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Planning Continuum
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Strategic planning calendar



Organizational-level 

strategic planning
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Scenario planning

• Scenario planning is a process undertaken by an 
organization to broaden its thinking about the future as 
a basis for developing and implementing robust 
strategies.

• Scenario planning an be used to strengthen the internal 
organization fo a government organization, for example 
in service of strategic human resource planning and 
development or thinking about organizational structure 
and internal organization. 

• It can also be used more analytically in long term policy 
studies, where different trends and developments are 
explored for the potential impact of a ministries policy 
sector. 
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The purpose of scenario planing.

• The purpose of scenario planning is not to predict the future. 
Nobody has a crystal ball so trying to predict what will happen is 
useless. 

• The purpose is instead to map potential futures and determine 
how the organization would be impacted by that future and what 
it could do to still fulfil its mission in such circumstance.

• The aim of scenario planning is basically to be better prepared for 
the future by planning ahead and reducing risk in uncertain times.

• Sign posts are indicators of a particular scenario unfolding. That is 
how you could know what scenario you are finding yourself in a 
year or 5 years from now. That knowledge in turn allows you to 
respond or anticipate in the way that you had identified during 
scenario planning.

• It is not perfect, but it is much, much better than doing nothing.
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Different strategic planning tools 

• Strategic planning in your organization can be for corporate 
reasons or for reasons of implementing medium term 
government goals. 

• There are a number of tools and methods available to help 
organizations plan and prepare for their futures. These tools 
and method differ in terms of purpose and planning 
horizon. 
1. Results-based management (also management by objective and 

project cycle management): used to plan  specific actions to deliver 
specific results. 

2. Total quality management (TQM): The focus of the process is to 
improve the quality of an organization's outputs, through continual 
improvement of internal practices. There are many other tools: 
balanced scorecard, lean, Sigma Six etc.

3. Scenario planning: the focus is to prepare for possible futures and 
know when a potential future is emerging as a reality.
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Scenario planning steps

Typical steps:

1. Brainstorm and analyze determine drivers and impediments of change relevant to your topic or organization 
(i.e. identify variables that can shape the future in some sense or another).

2. Shortlist and decide between 2 to 4 key variables that you want to consider for your scenarios (1 variable is 
not sufficient, more than 4 gets quite complicated quickly). 

3. Identify for each variable how the situation would look if the variable is: absent, moderately present, omni 
present. (describe these fictional situations by starting with today’s situation and applying the variable) 

4. Combine different combinations of variables and describe how such a future would look. You will get a lot 
alternative futures.

5. Select 4 different futures that represent critical/salient/different combinations of variables

6. Plot these 4 scenarios on the scenario planning quadrant and describe each quadrant

7. Discuss with your team the implications each quadrant would have on your organization/topic and how your 
organization could respond or anticipate to generate strategic options

8. Discuss with your team how you would know if reality was developing in the direction of a particular 
scenario and how you would respond when it happens (forward planning).
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A typical scenario planning 

quadrant
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